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INTRODUCTION

This mask set errata provides information pertaining to the TIM, ESD, Stop IDD, and
SPI modules applicable to these 68HC08AS20 MCU mask set devices:

• 0H94K

• 0J26H

MCU DEVICE MASK SET IDENTIFICATION

The mask set is identified by a 5-character code consisting of a version number, a
letter, two numerical digits, and a letter, for example 0H94K. Slight variations to the
mask set identification code may result in an altered version number, for example
1H94K.

MCU DEVICE DATE CODES

Device markings indicate the week of manufacture and the mask set used. The
data is coded as four numerical digits where the first two digits indicate the year
and the last two digits indicate the work week. For instance, the date code “9115”
indicates the 15th week of the year 1991.

MCU DEVICE PART NUMBER PREFIXES

Some MCU samples and devices are marked with an SC or XC prefix. An SC prefix
denotes special/custom device. An XC prefix denotes that the device is tested but
is not fully characterized or qualified over the full range of normal manufacturing
process variations. After full characterization and qualification, devices will be
marked with the MC prefix.
When contacting a Motorola representative for assistance, please have the MCU
device mask set and date code information available.

Specifications and information herein are subject to change without notice.
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TIMER MODULE ERRATA

When the TOV bit is set, writing to the TCHXH register at the point of an overflow
inhibits the associated TCHX pin from toggling on an overflow until the TCHXL
register is written.  However, the TOF bit still gets set, thereby generating an
overflow interrupt.  If the pin is supposed to toggle on overflow, but the TCHXL is
not yet written, that pin-toggling event is completely missed.  The only condition
that should inhibit a toggle on overflow and setting of the TOF bit is writing to the
TMODH register.

In buffer PWM mode, if the inactive channel registers being written at this overflow
point are TCH0H:L, TCH2H:L, for TCH4H:L, respectively, the problem occurs.

Software workaround:

1. Write to the TCHXH register and then to the TCHXL register four cycles prior to
overflow point.

2. Always update the TCHXH:L register within the overflow interrupt routine.

ESD FAILURE AT 2000V HUMAN BODY MODEL STRESS

The ESD failure indicates a sensitivity of the IRQ pin at 2000 V, yet it passes at
1500 V.

STOP IDD

The stop IDD measurements exceed the maximum specifications in 68HC08AS20
Advance Information, Motorola order number MC68HC08AS20/D.

The maximum stop IDD specifications are listed below:

stop IDD, LVI Enabled Max Spec Unit

25°C 400 µA

–40° to 105°C 500 µA

stop IDD, LVI Disabled

25°C 5 µA

–40° to 105°C 50 µA
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All product is tested to the maximum specified limits listed below:

SPI MODE FAULT RACE CONDITION

Clearing the SPE bit to disable the SPI can cause an error when transmitting in
slave mode. In this situation, a race condition occurs, allowing an invalid mode fault
to occur.

Mode faults occur on the SPI when the slave select (SS) pin is toggled during a
transmission. Mode faults also occur if SS is selected and then unselected before
SPSCK returns to its idle level after the shift of the eighth data bit when CPHA = 0
while in slave mode.

When the SPI is disabled, the special port function associated with SS is also
disabled and returns to a logic 1. In slave mode, SS must remain a logic 0 during
a transmission. Thus, disabling the SPI causes the SS signal to go high internally,
which sets up a race for the port logic to send in a logic 1 and the SPI to shut down
mode fault detection internally.

Software workaround:

Disable mode faults by clearing the MODFEN bit of the SPSCR register before
disabling the SPI in slave mode.

stop IDD, LVI Enabled Max Spec Unit

25°C 1000 µA

–40° to 105°C 1000 µA

stop IDD, LVI Disabled

25°C 1000 µA

–40° to 105°C 1000 µA
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How to reach us:
USA/EUROPE/Locations Not Listed:  Motorola Literature Distribution, P.O. Box 5405, Denver, Colorado 80217, 1-800-441-2447 or

1-303-675-2140. Customer Focus Center, 1-800-521-6274
JAPAN:  Nippon Motorola Ltd. SPD, Strategic Planning Office 4-32-1, Nishi-Gotanda Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141, Japan, 81-3-5487-8488
ASIA/PACIFIC: Motorola Semiconductors H.K. Ltd., 8B Tai Ping Industrial Park, 51 Ting Kok Road, Tai Po, N.T., Hong Kong, 852-26629298
Mfax™, Motorola Fax Back System: RMFAX0@email.sps.mot.com; http://sps.motorola.com/mfax/;

TOUCHTONE, 1-602-244-6609; US and Canada ONLY, 1-800-774-1848
HOME PAGE:  http://motorola.com/sps/

Mfax is a trademark of Motorola, Inc.
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Motorola reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein. Motorola makes no warranty, representation or guarantee regarding the suitability of its
products for any particular purpose, nor does Motorola assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability,
including without limitation consequential or incidental damages. "Typical" parameters which may be provided in Motorola data sheets and/or specifications can and do vary in different
applications and actual performance may vary over time. All operating parameters, including "Typicals" must be validated for each customer application by customer's technical experts.
Motorola does not convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others. Motorola products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in systems
intended for surgical implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the Motorola product could create a
situation where personal injury or death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Motorola products for any such unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and hold
Motorola and its officers, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of,
directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Motorola was negligent regarding the
design or manufacture of the part. Motorola and are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Motorola, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Additional mask set erratas can be found on the World Wide Web at http://www.mcu.motsps.com/documentation/
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